
NEWRiley Elf Mk III -  
Arianca Beige/Pale Ivory
                           SCALE        PRICE 
76RE001    1:76    £6.45

Riley Elf Mk III - Arianca Beige/Pale Ivory
New tooling introduces another little miniature gem from 
the 1960s into Oxford’s series of classic British cars.   
The Riley Elf Mk I when launched in 1961 was seen as  
an alternative to the Mini.  Classed as a small car, it came 
with front wheel drive and a 4-cylinder in-line, 850 cc 
engine and a top speed of 70 mph.  It was upgraded in 
1963 to the Mk II, when the engine size was increased to 
988 cc.  Our Oxford model, a replica of the Mk III Elf,  
was the same mechanically as the Mk I and II but came 
with some refinements and improved suspension.   
Riley had been on the automotive scene since 1890 
when, as a family business, they were successfully 
manufacturing bicycles before developing into 
motorcycles and then cars.  Acquired by Morris Motors in 

1938, the Riley marque thrived until 1968 when merged 
into British Leyland Motors.  A year later, Riley production 
ended and the name sadly disappeared.   
Our model is a replica of the two door, four seater Riley 
Elf Mk III which was launched in 1966 and its registration 
plate KYD 29D is from that first year of production.   
It was quite stylish for its day with mushroom beige 
paintwork and a contrasting cream roof.  The interior 
dash is black but the seats are a lively bright red.   
Exterior chrome work enhances the detailed radiator 
which carries the famous diamond shaped Riley badge in 
blue and silver.  Additional silver trim has been applied  
to bumpers, door handles, light surrounds and wheels.   
To round off the model, the boot also incorporates the 
Riley badge above the rear number plate.
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We are rapidly approaching Show season, and we are pleased to say that we are 
back! As I write this, we are preparing for our first show since the arrival of 

Covid-19.  We are so excited to see some familiar faces at Truckfest Peterborough 
and we can confirm that we will be at some other shows throughout the year 
such as the Great Dorset Steam Fair and Warley, of course if it is safe to do so 

and still going ahead.  

You will have seen on our social media that we have received some  
pre-production samples of the Bedford RL and the AEC 690 Concrete Mixer  
and Dumper Truck all in 1:76 scale.  These are under approval and should be  

ready to release over the coming months. 
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1:76 SCALE

NEWRenault 4 - Beige

NEW
Tooling!

Renault 4 - Beige
Here at Oxford, we are pleased to unveil another brand 
newly tooled, iconic motor from the 1960s which also 
brings a French flavour to the 1:76 scale range of cars. 
The Renault 4 had an amazing life-span in real life from 
1961 right up to the early 1990s, during which time over 
8 million were produced.  It was launched alongside its 
sister, the Renault 3 in July 1961 as a simple economical 
family car.  The Renault 4 came as a 2-door pickup, 2-door 
van or a 5-door estate car, complete with its opening 
‘hatch-back’ feature.  Suitable for rural life, farming and 
village communities, which had been the domain of 
Renault’s competitor the Citroen 2CV, the Renault 4 was 
also geared up for city life, with a good level of comfort, 
good suspension and with a larger engine. It also had the 
option of a 3-speed manual or 4-speed manual gearbox.  
It had a top speed of 65 mph.  A cheaper version omitted 
the quarter lights behind the rear seats but this option 

eventually became the norm and the extra windows were 
fitted as standard. 
Our model is a replica of the 5-door estate Renault 4, 
complete with quarter lights.  It is registered JVJ 410E 
from 1967.  It is decorated in the Renault 4 distinctive 
colour scheme of beige with lots of exterior silver trim. 
The silver bumpers also feature authentic black 
overriders.  Inside, the seats are pale brown while the 
dashboard is dark grey with a copper brown steering 
wheel.  The headlights are integrated into the black and 
silver radiator and notice the Renault badge sitting off 
centre on the horizontal radiator bar.  
The Renault 4 was also a popular model in racing/rallying 
circles, such was its versatility and appeal.  In the 
meantime, this lovely little model epitomises French 
provincial style, including the variety of uses it was put to.  
It was particularly popular as the essential baker’s van.  
We can smell those baguettes and croissants already.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

                                SCALE      PRICE 
76RN001       1:76  £6.45
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1:76 SCALE

NEWScania New Generation (R) 
Box Trailer - Stobart NHS
                             SCALE        PRICE 
76SNG005   1:76   £28.95

Scania New Generation (S) Box Trailer - Stobart NHS
Scania’s latest luxury S series cab has pulled some high-
end and extremely colourful trailers in our 1:76 scale 
series to date.  This time it’s the turn of Eddie Stobart 
and what an amazing livery this is!  The famous haulage 
company is honouring in glorious technicolour the heroic 
NHS which has been stretched to the limits and beyond,  
coping in particular with the Covid health pandemic. 
The graphics speak for themselves and echo the 
sentiments of the country in thanking our National 
Health Service for keeping us safe, while calling on us to 
Protect the NHS.  
The very modern cab is decorated in Eddie Stobart’s 
signature white, red and green colour scheme with a 
black interior.  
For the technically minded enthusiasts, Scania  
have developed their new S series cab with special 
emphasis on its interior, which offers the ultimate  
in comfort for the long distance driver.  Scania 
describe it as a haven of luxury.  It features a flat 
floor and extended storage, plus reclining seat 
functions and interior lights.  There is improved 
positioning for the driver, lowered side windows and  
a large surface area of glass ensuring greater visibility.   
The dashboard has also been lowered slightly, giving 
improved forward visibility.  The dashboard display is 
larger too with improved graphics and intuitive controls.  
There is also an improved temperature controlled system 
for even greater driver comfort. 
Scania have refined the exterior of the cab too.  The cab 
front, improved roof and enhanced side air deflectors are 
all aerodynamically designed to reduce fuel consumption. 
Oxford’s superb model which will make a superb addition 
to your ultra modern fleet of heavy haulage models.   

And what’s more - as an enormous thank you for the 
wonderful work done by the NHS, Oxford Diecast and 
the Stobart Group are making a joint donation of £3.00 
per model to the NHS. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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NEWAustin K8 Three-way Van - 
Coca Cola
                               SCALE       PRICE 
76AK018CC   1:76   £6.75

1:76 SCALE

Austin K8 Three-way Van - Coca Cola
The Austin K8, also known as the three-way van because 
it had opening doors at the back and on both sides,  
was launched in the 1940s and proved a highly popular 
and versatile small commercial of the era.  Many well-
known companies used the K8 and you’ve seen a good 
few of them modelled as Oxford replicas in both 1:43  
and 1:76 scale from ice cream vans to railway and bus 
company support vehicles.  We particularly liked the 
Rington’s Tea version! 
For its latest outing, we see it promoting 
another favourite drink - Coca-Cola.  
Decorated in a bright two-tone 
red and yellow colour 
scheme, the body is 
covered with Coca 
Cola graphics 

reminiscent of the time inviting you to Take Some Home 
Today and There’s Nothing like a Coke.  Our vehicle is 
registered COL 45 and appears with a predominantly 
black exterior trim and black interior.  It makes an 
interesting addition to your Oxford fleet of Coke vehicles 
to date - or you might prefer to place it alongside your 
previous K8s in 1:76 scale.

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN

Scania 94D 6 Wheel Curtainside - 
Coca Cola
                                   SCALE        PRICE 
76S94004CC    1:76   £17.45
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1:76 SCALE

NEWDiamond T Tank Transporter  
& Trailer - US Army
                               SCALE        PRICE 
76DT007       1:76   £26.95

Diamond T Tank Transporter  
& Trailer - US Army
The Oxford Military series has seen several Allied liveried releases 
on this WWII warhorse.  The Diamond T980 Tank Transporter  
was used extensively by the Allies during the conflict in varied 
theatres of war, so you’ve seen our 1:76 scale replica in desert 
camouflage as well as the drab colour schemes of the Western 
Front, amongst others. 
In real life, the vehicle comprised a 12 ton 6 x 4 axle M20 
Diamond T model T980 ballast tractor and companion trailer.  The 
vehicle originated in the USA, built by the Diamond T Company in 
Chicago who produced over 6500 between 1941-1945.  Designed 
as a heavy prime mover for tank transporting, several thousand 
were purchased by the British Army in particular.  The heavyweight 
Diamond T980 was ideally suited to operating on rugged terrain 
and proved particularly invaluable in recovering battle-damaged 
tanks.  It remained in military service right into the 1950s with a 
few still being used through to 1971.   
Here we see it as deployed by its home nation with the US Army. 
It appears in the drab dark green with black radiator slots and 
black interior.  The US white star appears on the sides of the cab 
doors, the back of the trailer and also on the bonnet, whilst its 
military numbering is printed in blue along the edges of the bonnet 
and on the back of the trailer.  Additional alphanumeric 
identification including the registration plate features in white - 
ASCZ 3595 and TRK 27 - on the front bumper with the white star 
displayed between.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Boulton Paul Defiant Mk I, 264 Sqn. RAF Hornchurch, 
August 1940. Sqn Ldr P. Hunter, Gunner Sgt F King
Here at Oxford, we honour another great RAF pilot who 
lost his life over the English Channel, leading his squadron 
during the Battle of Britain in August 1940. 
Sqn Ldr Philip Hunter joined the RAF on 11th September 
1931 and was promoted to squadron leader in December 
1938.  In 1940 he was commissioned to take command of 
264 Squadron, flying Boulton Paul Defiants.  His regular 
air gunner was Aircraftman Frederick Harry King and 
they formed a formidable team, particularly during the 
evacuation of Dunkirk.  Their victories during the last two 
weeks of May 1940 alone comprised 9 kills, 1 shared and 
another possibly destroyed.  In August 1940, 264 
Squadron was deployed to RAF Hornchurch in Essex.  
Sadly the Defiant of Phil Hunter and gunner Sgt F. King, 
N1535 PS-A was lost over the English Channel, last seen 
chasing an enemy bomber away from the English coast.  
They were reported killed in action. Sqn Ldr Philip 
Hunter was 27 years old.

The Boulton Paul Defiant Mk I was a two-seater turret 
fighter.  Designed by John Dudley North, it was 
introduced in 1939.  It was powered by a single 1.030 HP 
(768 kW) Rolls-Royce Merlin III piston engine and had a 
maximum speed of 304 mph.  Housing a crew of 2 - a 
pilot and a gunner, the Defiant was a formidable aircraft 
and proved very effective as a fighter plane.   
Our 1:72 scale replicas of this amazing aircraft and  
crew is as flown by Sqn Ldr Phil Hunter and his gunner 
Sgt F King during their days at RAF Hornchurch.   
The serial number N1535 and fuselage code PS-A are 
faithfully reproduced on the sides of the aircraft which  
is decorated in the dark brown earth and dark green 
camouflage scheme with the RAF roundel on both the 
upper wings and the fuselage.  The turret frame, gun 
barrels, instrument panel and tyres are all finished in 
black, while the cockpit is moulded in green.  The 
underside of the aircraft is painted in a matt sky blue, 
against which the rusty brown exhaust pipes and wing 
lights are clearly visible.  

AVIATION1:72  
SCALE

Supermarine Spitfire MkI
                  SCALE       PRICE 
AC001  1:72  £15.95

Messerschmitt ME 262
                  SCALE       PRICE 
AC007  1:72  £15.95

Junkers Ju-87 Stuka
                  SCALE       PRICE 
AC004  1:72  £15.95

NEW
Boulton Paul Defiant Mk I, 
264 Sqn. RAF Hornchurch, 
August 1940
                           SCALE        PRICE 
AC109        1:72   £15.95

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN

Mini 1275GT - Teal Blue
                                  SCALE      PRICE 
76MINGT006  1:76  £6.45

Ford Anglia - Spruce Green
                                SCALE      PRICE 
76105010     1:76  £6.45

Jaguar MKII Jag - Regency Red
                                SCALE      PRICE 
76JAG2001   1:76  £6.45

Austin Taxi - Black
                                SCALE      PRICE 
76AT001        1:76  £6.25

Austin Seven RN Van - AA
                                SCALE      PRICE 
76ASV002     1:76  £6.75

BSA Motorcycle and Sidecar - AA
                                SCALE      PRICE 
76BSA001     1:76  £5.45

Tricycle Van - Pickfords
                                SCALE      PRICE 
76TV002        1:76  £6.45
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N SCALE

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAINMODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN

MODEL 
AVAILABLE 

AGAIN

VW Bay Window Pick Up - 
Pastel White 
                               SCALE       PRICE 
NVW010      1:148  £4.95

Blue/Cream Caravan
                               SCALE       PRICE 
NCV002       1:148  £4.95

Land Rover 88" - Royal Mail 
                                     SCALE       PRICE 
NLAN188004   1:148  £4.95

VW Beetle - Black
                               SCALE       PRICE 
NVWB005    1:148  £4.95

Ferguson Tractor - Red
                               SCALE       PRICE 
NTEA002      1:148  £4.95

Fordson Tractor - Blue
                               SCALE       PRICE 
NTRAC001   1:148  £4.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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AMERICAN1:87  
SCALE

1961 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - 
Topaz Metallic
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87CSD61001  1:87   £7.95

1957 Cadillac Eldorado 
Brougham - Ebony
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87CE57001   1:87   £7.95

1955 Buick Century - California 
Highway Patrol
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87BC55003   1:87   £7.95

1957 Chevrolet Nomad -  
Dusk Pearl/Imperial Ivory
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87CN57001   1:87   £7.95

1941 Lincoln Continental -  
Spode Green
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87LC41002   1:87   £7.95

1949 Mercury -  
Adelia Green/Mogul Green
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87ME49001  1:87   £7.95

1954 Pontiac Chieftain 4 Door - 
Winter White/Maize Yellow
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87PC54002   1:87   £7.95

1968 Dodge Charger R/T - 
Gold/Black
                                SCALE      PRICE 
87DC68002   1:87   £7.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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                                         SCALE       PRICE 
24021WWHITE    1:24  £17.95

Land Rover Evoque - White

                                         SCALE       PRICE 
24065WRED        1:24  £14.95

Audi R8 V10 Red

                                         SCALE       PRICE 
22495WBLACK    1:24  £17.95

Porsche 911 - Black

                                         SCALE       PRICE 
CR005                 1:50  £29.95

Eddie Stobart 1:50 Scale

                                         SCALE       PRICE 
CR041                 1:43   £9.95

Ford Capri Mk 1 - Silver Fox

                    SCALE       PRICE 
CR037    1:43   £9.95

Land Rover - Desert

                    SCALE       PRICE 
CR039    1:43   £9.95

Land Rover - Fire

                                         SCALE       PRICE 
22472WCREAM   1:24  £17.95

1972 Volkswagen Bus T2 - Beige

                                         SCALE       PRICE 
22441FVW          1:24  £22.95

Back To The Future II -  
Flying Version

                                         SCALE       PRICE 
CR040                 1:43   £9.95

Ford Anglia 105E Saloon - 
Monaco Red
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AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95
AR179 British racing cars 1945-1969:  In this publication we look at British-built racing 
cars from 1945 to 1969.  By ‘racing cars’ we mean single-seat open-wheel racers mainly 
designed to compete in Formula 1 or F2, F3, Formula Junior etc.   
The British public had little interest in motor racing in the prewar years, but when Raymond 
Mays launched the BRM project, there was an upsurge of patriotic enthusiasm.  For most of 
the period covered by this publication only BRM and Ferrari built their own engines, until the 
Coventry-Climax ex-fire pump engine powered successful cars in the 1960s.  Many private 

entrants in F1 in the 1950s and 1960s drove their own cars in Grands Prix, but those 
days were ending, as regulations tightened, and our coverage here stops at 1969.AR179

AR180 Subaru Album Including Nakajima and Fuji:  Chikuhei Nakajima was an engineer officer 
with the Japanese Navy who became interested in aviation and set up as an aircraft manufacturer  
in the 1920s.  After the war aircraft production was forbidden, and the company was dissolved.  
The remaining entity was renamed Fuji Sangyo, which produced Rabbit scooters, followed by the 
Subaru 360 Kei-car in 1958 and the Sambar light commercial vehicle in 1961.  Encouraged by  
their US distributor, Subaru made ‘proper’ cars from 1966 with the Subaru 1000 four-door  
saloon.  Subaru became known for its horizontally-opposed engines and four-wheel drive, 
which brought rally success and subsequent good publicity for the company.

AR167 AR166 AR165AR168AR169AR170AR171
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